4th Grade Mission 1 Notes

Whenever you have 10 of one unit, you can bundle the units to make a larger unit.

Multiply by 10 - move to the left one place value

Divide by 10 - move to the right one place value

Commas are placed after every three units.

Standard form Write the number

360,940

Expanded form Write the value of each number 300,000 + 60,000 + 900 + 40 = 360,940
Word form
Write how you say the number
Three hundred sixty thousand, nine hundred
forty

When comparing numbers:
- First, look at the unit with the greatest value.
- Then, decide which number is greater, less than or equal to.
(Remember the mouth of the symbol always eats the bigger
number).
** If the greatest value units are the same, then go to the
next largest unit and compare. **

Look for which unit is changing and by how much.

Halfway between two tens is a five.

This symbol means about (rounded)

Be sure to look at the place value they are
asking in the question.

Round to the nearest ten
thousand.

Always start with the ones place when adding with standard algorithm. Be sure to bundle
when you have 10 units.

When adding three numbers, start by adding 2 of
them together. Then, take the sum (answer) from
that problem, and add it to the remaining number.

Remember when you subtract, you always start in the ones place.

When you don’t have enough of units to subtract
(the bigger number is on the bottom), then
unbundle the unit before it.

When you need to unbundle, but there is a 0, go to the next unit
and unbundle. The 0 becomes a 10. Then unbundle one from the
ten.

To check your work for subtraction, add the difference (answer) with the
part (bottom number) and you should get the whole (top number).

Reasonable – means does your answer make sense

